RULES OF CONDUCT

Entering the Classroom

★ Enter ready to learn
★ Backpacks on front table
★ Begin warm-up immediately
★ Read the board and the blog
**Rules of Conduct**

Class Discussion

- Respect the speaker
- Look and listen
- Speak when called on
- Think before you speak
RULES OF CONDUCT

Seat Work

★ Do your own work
★ Use your resources
★ Ask a student expert before asking teacher
★ Use the three minute rule

If it takes more than 3 minutes of tutoring with an expert, Schedule time for tutoring outside class
DISCIPLINE PLAN

Be a four star student!

★ Follow all rules of conduct
★ Comply with teacher’s first request
★ Respect one another’s: opinions, space, property
★ Respect our learning environment

No computer games at any time
CONSEQUENCES
Discipline and Conduct

First offense:
Student hand-writes discipline report and parent signs

- Second offense:
Student hand writes discipline report and teacher calls parent

- Third offense: OFFICE REFERRAL

- Immediate referral if:
  Blatant classroom disruption
  Blatant and repeated non-compliance
  Disrespectful comments against individuals
  Physical threats and violence